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Outline

Purpose of the benchmark models

M = 125 GeV:

(a) Non-SM-Higgs-like objects consistent with 2011(-2012?)

data

(b) SM-Higgs-like objects with modified couplings

→ interplay with Light mass Higgs subgroup

M 6= 125 GeV: Models to keep looking for

(Q: when should we stop looking at those?)

Discussion

H. Logan & C. Grojean BSM Higgs: theory HXSWG workshop, May 25, 2012
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Purpose of the benchmark models

Focus theory input to be most useful to experiments

– Provide well-defined targets for searches (e.g., spin-2 vs. spin-0)

– Find out the expt constraints on well-motivated(?) BSM mod-

els

Theorists like to recast expt Higgs results to test their favourite models;

better to give expts what they need to do the full likelihood fit properly!

Feed into Light Mass Higgs subgroup:

constrained scenarios for Higgs coupling extraction fits

unconstrained fit has too many free parameters for early data

H. Logan & C. Grojean BSM Higgs: theory HXSWG workshop, May 25, 2012
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M = 125 GeV: Non-SM-Higgs-like objects

-Spin-2

-Spin-0 CP-odd (pseudoscalar)

H. Logan & C. Grojean BSM Higgs: theory HXSWG workshop, May 25, 2012
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M = 125 GeV: Non-SM-Higgs-like objects: Spin-2

Test spin of Higgs-like object using angular distributions.

1) Diphoton signal: gg → X → γγ and/or qq̄ → X → γγ

Spin-0: distribution of X decay products is flat in cos θ∗

Spin-2: distribution of X decay products is quartic in cos θ∗
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Figure 2: The !! angular distribution of d"/d! given in (33).

The contributions of the two possible final polarization states #! +
1 #! +

2 and #! "
1 #! "

2 to
the total !! cross section d"/d! are identical, and we have

d"

d!
! 1

4
+

3

2
cos2$ +

1

4
cos4$ , (33)

which is plotted in Fig. 2.
We see in Fig. 2 that the total !! angular distribution in the X2 centre-of-mass

frame di"ers substantially from the isotropic angular distribution expected for the
decay of a spin-zero particle such as the Higgs boson. In particular, the !! final state
is suppressed at large angles $ relative to the beams. This suggests that a careful
study of the !! angular distribution might o"er some discrimination between the
spin-two and spin-zero hypotheses. However, any conclusion on this possibility would
require a realistic simulation of the !! signal in an LHC detector.

4 The Process gg " X2 " W #W + " %#%+&&

4.1 Lepton Angular Distributions in W Decays

4.1.1 W " " %"&

As preparation for this Section, we first consider the decay W " " %"&. We consider
a W " at rest and denote the momenta of the final-state particles by

pµ
!! = (p, p sin $1 cos '1, p sin $1 sin '1, p cos $1) , (34)

pµ
" = (p, #p sin $1 cos '1, #p sin $1 sin '1, #p cos $1) , (35)
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see, e.g., Ellis & Hwang arXiv:1202.6660

H. Logan & C. Grojean BSM Higgs: theory HXSWG workshop, May 25, 2012
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M = 125 GeV: Non-SM-Higgs-like objects: Spin-2

2) gg → X →W+W− → l+l−ν̄ν

(a1) (a2)

(b1) (b2)

(c1) (c2)

Figure 4: The angular distributions given by (a) (61) ! sin !1 sin !2 for decays
of the |JJz" = |2 + 2" state of X2 # W !W+ # "!"+##, (b) (62) ! sin !1 sin !2

for decays of the |JJz" = |2 $ 2" state of X2 # W !W+ # "!"+##, and (c) the
sum of (a) and (b).

15

Spin2

(a1) (a2)

(b1) (b2)

(c1) (c2)

Figure 5: The angular distributions for decays of X0 ! W !W+ ! !!!+"" given
by (69) " sin #1 sin #2 for (a) $ = 0, (b) $ = %/2, and (c) $ = %.

17

Spin0

Spin-2 must be parity-even in coupling to ff̄ : σµν tensor structure.

Spin-1: decay of on-shell spin-1 object to γγ is forbidden by Yang’s theorem.

Q: what is needed from theorists?
Spin-2 X → ZZ∗ → 4f , invariant mass distribution, off-shell?

H. Logan & C. Grojean BSM Higgs: theory HXSWG workshop, May 25, 2012
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M = 125 GeV: Non-SM-Higgs-like objects: Pseudoscalar

Models with two or more Higgs doublets contain a physical pseu-
doscalar (CP-odd Higgs) — e.g., A0 in MSSM.
gg → A0 → γγ can reproduce SM Higgs diphoton rate.

- 2HDM pseudoscalar (Type-I, -II, etc.)
- techni-pion (from technicolor)
- top-pion (from topcolor-assisted technicolor)
- pseudoscalar from condensing 4th generation
- more generic benchmark?

A0WW , A0ZZ couplings are loop-induced: � SM.
→ look for absence of VBF→ A0 and A0 →WW/ZZ.
same feature appears for non-vev-carrying CP-even H0 in 2HDM.

CP-odd nature: coupling in Lagrangian is A0FµνF̃µν (vs. h0FµνFµν).
Test CP-odd coupling from angular dist’n of converted photons?
Q: are angular distributions the same as for CP-odd A0 → ZZ → 4f?

Q: are there any other handles, e.g., τ polarization?

H. Logan & C. Grojean BSM Higgs: theory HXSWG workshop, May 25, 2012
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M = 125 GeV: SM-Higgs-like objects

– 4th generation SM [by now excluded??]

– Fermiophobic, gaugephobic, top-phobic, bottom-phobic, etc.

– light dilaton

– Composite Higgs/SILH parameterization

– SM Higgs mixed with a singlet

– SM Higgs with invisible decays to dark matter

– Type-I 2HDM

– Type-II, lepton-specific, flipped 2HDMs

– “democratic” 3HDM

– Benchmark with enhanced/unequal WW/ZZ couplings? (cus-

todial breaking?)

H. Logan & C. Grojean BSM Higgs: theory HXSWG workshop, May 25, 2012
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M = 125 GeV: SM-Higgs-like objects: Strategy

Most straightforward extension of existing SM Higgs analysis is
introducing rate-scaling factors to apply to existing signal shape
templates.

SM Higgs search already uses overall scaling factor µ ≡ σ/σSM.

Most features of BSM SM-Higgs-like models can be captured by
this procedure.
Exception is anything that modifies distributions, like new production modes,

or non-SM decays that contaminate signal or background shapes.

Possible meeting-point for theory and experiment:
Do the likelihood fit with larger sets of scaling factors µi.
Model predictions → a few free parameters that control µi.

Specific models more constrained than completely-general fit.
Can actually say something useful before full Light Mass Higgs fit is achieved.

H. Logan & C. Grojean BSM Higgs: theory HXSWG workshop, May 25, 2012
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M = 125 GeV: SM-Higgs-like objects: Rescaled search

Christophe Grojean BSM Higgs couplings CERN, 24th May 2o12

Rescaling Higgs Searches
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EPJ Web of Conferences

Away from the SM point, this set-up introduced min-
imal deviations in the physics of the Higgs boson: all the
Higgs couplings have the same Lorentz structure as in the
SM and they are only rescaled by appropriate factors of a, b
and c (note that c is flavor-universal and the only source of
flavor violation are the usual SM Yukawa couplings; this
minimal flavor violation structure actually emerges natu-
rally in the dynamical models that will be considered later):

ghVV = a gS M
hVV , ghhVV = b gS M

hhVV and gh f f̄ � = c gS M
h f f̄ � . (6)

In addition, there are also new couplings, for instance b3
between three Higgses and two gauge bosons or c2 be-
tween two Higgses and two fermions, that will contribute
to multi-Higgs production [1–4].

Since the NLO QCD corrections do not affect the Higgs
couplings, at the LHC the relevant Higgs production cross-
sections simply rescale as [5]:
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The loop-induced gluon fusion production could in prin-
ciple be sensitive to new colored degrees of freedom, e.g.
new quarks, running in the loop. But it was shown [6] that
in explicit Little Higgs models as well as in Composite
Higgs models, a delicate cancelation holds and the cross-
section is independent of the masses and couplings of these
new quarks.

Similarly, the decay widths also have a simple rescal-
ing:

Γ(H → f f̄ ) = c2 ΓS M(H → f f̄ ) , (8)
Γ(H → VV) = a2 ΓS M(H → VV) , (9)
Γ(H → gg) = c2 ΓS M(H → gg) , (10)

Γ(H → γγ) = (cIγ+aJγ)2

(Iγ+Jγ)2 Γ
S M(H → γγ) , (11)

where

Iγ = 4
3 F1/2(4m2

t /m
2
h), Jγ = F1(4m2

W/m
2
h),

F1/2(x) ≡ −2x
�
1 + (1 − x) f (x)

�
,

F1(x) ≡ 2 + 3x
�
1 + (2 − x) f (x)

�
,

f (x) ≡


arcsin[1/
√

x]2 for x ≥ 1

− 1
4

�
log 1+

√
1−x

1−√1−x
− iπ
�2

for x < 1

(12)

The scalar h could correspond to the usual SM Higgs
boson mixed for instance with a gauge singlet but it could
also be a composite bound state emerging from a strongly
interacting sector. When such a composite Higgs boson ap-
pears as a fourth Goldstone boson associated to the sponta-
neous breaking of a global symmetry G of the strong sector
to a subgroup H, there is a natural mass gap between f , the
dynamical scale of the strong interactions, i.e. the Gold-
stone decay constant, and v, the electroweak scale that is
generated radiatively. These composite Higgs models ap-
pear as a natural generalization of the SM with new Gold-
stones in addition to the WL and ZL (see Table 2). Without
knowing the details of the physics of the strongly interact-
ing theories giving rise to the composite Higgs and other

Table 1. Values of the couplings of the effective Lagrangian (4) in
the strongly interacting light Higgs set-up (SILH) and in explicit
SO(5)/SO(4) composite Higgs models built in warped 5D space-
time (in MHCM4, the SM fermions are embedded into spinoral
representations of SO(5) while in MHCM5 they are in fundamen-
tal representations). ξ = (v/ f )2 measures the amount of com-
positeness of the Higgs boson. For the SM with an elementary
Higgs, which corresponds to the limit ξ → 0, the couplings are
a = b = c = d3 = d4 = 1 and c2 = b3 = 0.

Parameters SILH MCHM4 MCHM5

a 1 − cHξ/2
�

1 − ξ �
1 − ξ

b 1 − 2cHξ 1 − 2ξ 1 − 2ξ

b3 − 4
3 ξ − 4

3 ξ
�

1 − ξ − 4
3 ξ
�

1 − ξ

c 1 − (cH/2 + cy)ξ
�

1 − ξ 1−2ξ√
1−ξ

c2 −(cH + 3cy)ξ/2 −ξ/2 −2ξ

d3 1 + (c6 − 3cH/2)ξ
�

1 − ξ 1−2ξ√
1−ξ

d4 1 + (6c6 − 25cH/3)ξ 1 − 7ξ/3 1−28ξ(1−ξ)/3
1−ξ

Table 2. Global symmetry breaking patterns and the correspond-
ing Goldstone boson contents of the SM, the minimal compos-
ite Higgs model, the next to minimal composite Higgs model,
the minimal composite two Higgs doublet model. Note that the
SU(3) model does not have a custodial invariance. a denotes a
CP-odd scalar while h and H are CP-even scalars

Model Symmetry Pattern Goldstones

SM SO(4)/SO(3) WL,ZL

— SU(3)/SU(2)×U(1) WL,ZL, h
MCHM SO(5)/SO(4)×U(1) WL,ZL, h

NMCHM SO(6)/SO(5)×U(1) WL,ZL, h, a
MCTHM SO(6)/SO(4)×SO(2) ×U(1) WL,ZL, h,H,H±, a

possible resonances, a general effective chiral Lagrangian
can capture the low-energy physics of the composite parti-
cles [2]. The strong sector is broadly parametrized by two
quantities: the typical mass scale, mρ, of the heavy vec-
tor resonances and the dynamical scale, f , associated to
the global symmetry pattern G/H. The effective chiral La-
grangian includes only four operators that are genuinely
sensitive to the strong interactions and affect qualitatively
the physics of the strongly interacting light Higgs (SILH)
boson:

LSILH =
cH
2 f 2

�
∂µ
�
H†H
��2
+ cT

2 f 2

�
H†
←→
D µH

�2

− c6λ
f 2

�
H†H
�3
+
� cyy f

f 2 H†H f̄LH fR + h.c.
� (13)

Whenever this chiral Lagrangian emerges from a strong
sector that is invariant under a custodial symmetry, the co-
efficient cT vanishes. The values of the couplings a, b, . . .
obtained from this SILH Lagrangian are given in Table 1.
The SILH Lagrangian can be extended in several ways (see
Refs. [7]) to include some heavy vector resonances of the
strong sector in addition to the Goldstone bosons.

c2 c2a2
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 Higgs couplings modified w.r.t. SM but same kinematics

 Background processes unaffected! !!

simple rescaling of SM searches

 (particular to single Higgs process - with more than one Higgs, sensitive to derivative couplings)

The QCD NLO  rescale 
trivially in the flavor 

universal limit. 
Not the EW NLO

Figure 2: Isocontours in the (a, acb) plane of |∆�UV
1 /�exp

1 |−1 (solid, black) and of |∆�TL
1 /�exp

1 |−1

(red, dashed), roughly representing the amount of tuning needed to satisfy EWPT.

• All the other channels are assumed to come from inclusive production. In this case for
LHC

rLHC
incl (a, acb, c) =

c2σgg + rV BF (a, acb) σV BF + rV h(a, acb) σV h

σgg + σV BF + σV h

∼ c2 (2.19)

where σV h/σgg ≈ 0.058, and the last approximate equality holds because the main pro-
duction mechanism is gluon fusion. We have checked that considering inclusive WW and
ZZ production as coming only from gluon fusion and VBF, as done in Ref. [3], does
not significantly affect our results. An equation completely analogous to (2.19) holds for
inclusive production at Tevatron.

• The partial width for h → γγ, which arises both from W and from heavy fermion (top,
bottom and tau) loops, gets rescaled as

rγγ(a) =
Γ(h → γγ)

Γ(h → γγ)SM

� (1.26 a − 0.26 c)2 (2.20)

for mh = 125 GeV .

After computing production cross sections and BRs we construct a χ2 function

χ2(a, acb, c) =
�

i

(µ̂i − µi(a, acb, c))
2

δµ2
i

, (2.21)

where µ̂i is the experimental central value, and δµi is the total error. The latter is obtained
by summing in quadrature the experimental error (symmetrized by means of an average in

6

for mh=125GeV

Q: correlations among the individual channels?

Q: combination of individual rescaled channels?

Q: combination of 7 and 8 TeV data sets?

H. Logan & C. Grojean BSM Higgs: theory HXSWG workshop, May 25, 2012
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M = 125 GeV: SM-Higgs-like objects: Models

1) 4th generation SM

– All Higgs couplings to SM particles are the same as in SM.

– New contributions in the gg, γγ loops from 4th-gen fermions:

predicted with no free parameters (except for small dependence on

4th-gen masses).

Generalize this: all tree-level couplings same as SM, but new

physics in loops: 2 free parameters,

Rg = Γ(h→ gg)/ΓSM(h→ gg) = σ(gg → h)/σSM(gg → h),

Rγ = Γ(h→ γγ)/ΓSM(h→ γγ).

Fit these 2 free parameters → test for new physics only in loops.

4th gen: invisible decay to 4th-gen neutrinos also possible: reduces rate to

all visible final states through invisible component of Higgs total width.

H. Logan & C. Grojean BSM Higgs: theory HXSWG workshop, May 25, 2012
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M = 125 GeV: SM-Higgs-like objects: Models

2) SM Higgs mixed with a singlet:
Overall 1-parameter scaling of all couplings by 0 ≤ a ≤ 1.
BRs stay unchanged; rates scaled by a2 ≡ µ = σ/σSM

– SM Higgs with unobserved/invisible decays (e.g. to dark matter)

fits into the same framework: production rates unchanged;
BRs scaled by ΓSM/(ΓSM + Γnew) ≡ µ = σ/σSM
unless new decay mode is picked up by SM signal/background selections and

modifies kinematic shapes.

M = 125 GeV: SM-Higgs-like objects: Models

2) SM Higgs mixed with a singlet:
Overall 1-parameter scaling of all couplings by 0 ≤ a ≤ 1.
BRs stay unchanged; rates scaled by a2 ≡ µ = σ/σSM

- SM Higgs with unobserved/invisible decays (e.g. to dark matter)

fits into the same framework: production rates unchanged;
BRs scaled by ΓSM/(ΓSM + Γnew) ≡ µ = σ/σSM
unless new decay mode is picked up by SM signal/background selections and

modifies kinematic shapes.

ATLAS-CONF-2012-019

Heather Logan (Carleton U.) BSM Higgs: theory HXSWG BSM meeting, Apr 30, 2012
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FIG. 5: Left: Current status of the experimental situation concerning Brinv, extracted from combining the

µ̂c values reported by ATLAS, CMS and the Tevatron, and interpreting deviations from µ̂c = 1 as coming

from an invisible Higgs width. Above the lower dashed line pSM < p2σ; below the upper dashed line,

pback < p2σ, so that no strong evidence for a nonzero value of Brinv is possible at this time. Right: Same

as left, in a hypothetical future situation assuming a factor 5 improvement in the precision with which the

combined µ̂c could be measured. The dashed lines correspond now to p-values equal to p5σ, so that finding

5σ evidence for a nonzero Brinv would be possible in the white region between both lines.

states [charged under SU(3)c × SU(2)L × U(1)Y] leave their trace in the low-energy effective

theory through higher dimensional operators. In that case, it is important to examine the interplay

of the effects of such higher dimensional operators on Higgs production and the effect of the light

singlet states on Brinv in global fits. We study this question in Section III D.

A. Global Fits to a Non-SM scalar resonance and extracting Brinv

In this section we consider the more general case, consistent with the current data set, of a

minimal effective chiral EW Lagrangian with a non-linear realization of SU(2) × U(1)Y and a

light scalar resonance, denoted as h. Such a theory includes the Goldstone bosons associated with

the breaking of the weakly gauged SU(2)L × U(1)Y [which is a subgroup of SU(2)L × SU(2)R]

and the SM field content. This theory is the minimal effective theory of a light scalar degree of

freedom that can have the experimentally supported pattern of MFV flavour breaking as in the SM,

and respect custodial symmetry – SU(2)c, while the W and Z are massive. (See Ref. [23] for an

analysis of the LHC data relaxing the SU(2)c assumption.) The Goldstone bosons are denoted by

ATLAS-CONF-2012-019 Espinosa et al to appear

H. Logan & C. Grojean BSM Higgs: theory HXSWG workshop, May 25, 2012
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M = 125 GeV: SM-Higgs-like objects: Models

3) Light dilaton: pseudo-goldstone boson of spontaneously-broken
scale invariance (EWSB from conformal strong-dynamics theory)

Phenomenologically: a hybrid of previous two frameworks.

– All tree-level SM couplings scaled by a common factor a ≡ v/f .

– New stuff in gg, γγ loops from conformal-breaking scale:
large loop scaling factors Rg, Rγ, predicted by model.

Rg = 140× (v/f)2, Rγ = 2.43× (v/f)2 for Mχ = 125 GeV

Only 1 free parameter, a ≡ v/f . observed γγ rate → f ' 900 GeV

No SM-like limit: VBF suppressed, WW/γγ ' 0.5× SM

Could generalize framework by allowing free Rg, Rγ.
(Unique prediction above relies on assumption that SM gauge interactions are

part of the conformal sector at higher energies.)

H. Logan & C. Grojean BSM Higgs: theory HXSWG workshop, May 25, 2012
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M = 125 GeV: SM-Higgs-like objects: Models

Could generalize framework by allowing free Rg, Rγ.
(Unique prediction above relies on assumption that SM gauge interactions are

part of the conformal sector at higher energies.)

Christophe Grojean BSM Higgs couplings CERN, 24th May 2o1217

Signs of New Particles?

The Higgs can couple to new particles

L = − c̃γe2

32π2Λ2
H†H FµνF

µν − c̃gg
2
s

32π2Λ2
H†H Ga

µνG
a µν

charged under 
SM gauge group

neutral under 
SM gauge group

Espinosa, Grojean, Muhlleitner, Trott ’to appear 
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FIG. 11: Global fits to c̃G, c̃γ assuming a SM Higgs for Brinv fixed to (0, 0.12, 0.5). EWPD is not simul-

taneously imposed. The convention for the plot regions is the same as previous figures. In examining the

allowed parameter space recall that the factor 1/16π2 has been scaled out of the BSM contribution, so

that large allowed values of v2 c̃γ/Λ
2, v2 c̃G/Λ2, although difficult to model build, are still perturbative

corrections to the SM.

under SU(3)c×SU(2)L×U(1)Y, or at least a subgroup of the SM group, lead to higher dimensional

operators. Our aim is to examine the degree to which conclusions about Brinv can be extracted

from global fits in the context of unknown Wilson coefficients of the resulting higher dimensional

operators.

Assuming that these BSM states do not source CP violation, the operators of interest for Higgs

phenomenology (in global fits to µ̂i) are given by

LHD = −cG g2
3

2Λ2
H† H GA

µ νG
A µ ν − cW g2

2

2Λ2
H† H W a

µ νW
a µ ν − cB g2

1

2Λ2
H† H Bµ νB

µ ν ,

−cWB g1 g2

2Λ2
H† τa H Bµ νW

a µ ν . (21)

Note that g1, g2, g3 are the weak hypercharge, SU(2) gauge and SU(3) gauge couplings and we are

using the notation of Ref. [29]. The scale Λ corresponds to the mass scale of the lightest new state

that is integrated out. We are primarily interested in the effects on σgg→h and Γh→γγ as these are

loop level processes in the SM, sensitive to BSM effects. As we expect loop level contributions

to these operators from the BSM states, we rescale the Wilson coefficients as cj = c̃j/(16π2) for

j = G, W, B, WB and fit to combinations of c̃j .

Using the results of Ref. [29], the effect of these operators are

σgg→h ≈ σSM
gg→h

����1 − (1.39 + 0.10 i)
v2 c̃G

Λ2

����
2

, Γh→γ γ ≈ ΓSM
h→γ γ

����1 + 0.15
v2 c̃γ
Λ2

����
2

. (22)

for mh=125GeV
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Figure 3: Left: fit for the Higgs boson branching fraction to photons and gluons. In yellow with

continuous contour-lines: global fit. In gray with dotted contour-lines: the fermiophobic Higgs

boson searches are excluded from the data-set. Red dashed curve: the possible effect of extra top

partners, such as the stops. Right: fits for the invisible Higgs boson branching fraction, under

different model assumptions, as explained in section 3.2.

3.2 Reconstructing the Higgs boson invisible width

New physics can easily give a large effect providing an extra invisible [29] Higgs boson decay

channel, for example into dark matter particles [30, 32]. Alternatively, the effective operator

|∂µH
†H|2 similarly has the effect of rescaling all rates by a common factor [33].

In the SM total Higgs boson width is predicted to be Γ(h)SM ≈ 4.0 MeV at mh = 125 GeV,

too small to be measured directly.

It is well known that measuring the Higgs boson total width at the LHC requires additional

assumptions [12] because the gluon final states cannot be measured over huge QCD background.

Let us explain how present data can probe the Higgs boson width, without directly measuring

it. The gluon fusion production rates are proportional to Γ(gg → h). In view of approximate

CP invariance we can assume that Γ(gg → h) = Γ(h → gg) and we collectively denote them as

h ↔ gg. Then, one partial decay width can be reconstructed by data. By performing a global

fit to the Higgs boson branching ratios in the context of theories where the decay widths are

related we can reconstruct the total Higgs boson width. Of course this is based on theoretical

assumptions, but the result gets significantly different only in highly deviant models, e.g. in

models where the Higgs boson predominantly decays into light quarks (a decay mode not probed

by present data).

In order to emphasise the mild model-dependence of this fitting procedure we perform three

fits under different assumptions. We show our results (χ2 as function of the invisible branching

ratio) in the right panel of Fig. 3.
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FIG. 11: Global fits to c̃G, c̃γ assuming a SM Higgs for Brinv fixed to (0, 0.12, 0.5). EWPD is not simul-

taneously imposed. The convention for the plot regions is the same as previous figures with the black line

delineating the 95% CL exclusion contour. In examining the allowed parameter space recall that the factor

1/16π2 has been scaled out of the BSM contribution, so that large allowed values of v2 c̃γ/Λ
2, v2 c̃G/Λ2,

although difficult to model build, are still perturbative corrections to the SM.

have retained the two loop QCD correction to the SM matching of the hGA
µ νG

A µ ν operator in the

mt → ∞ limit in these numerical coefficients. Due to this choice, this correction cancels out (in

the mt → ∞ limit) of the overall coefficient of the BSM effects when multiplied by the numerical

value of σSM
gg→h. This is a ∼ 10% correction on the quoted numerical coefficient. Initial state

radiation and vertex corrections to GA
µ νG

A µ ν are expected to be common multiplicative factors for

the operator hGA
µ νG

A µ ν in the mt → ∞ limit, and as such are not incorporated in the numerical

factors proceeding c̃G, c̃γ above. We will consider the parameter space where the SM is modified

by these corrections and Brinv �= 0 in this section, fitting to (v2 c̃γ/Λ
2, v2 c̃G/Λ2, Brinv). The exact

relationship between these parameters, if any, is model dependent and unknown. As such, we fit

to the data assuming no relationship between the three parameters.

The operators in LHD also effect Br(h → γ Z), where a different combination of the Wil-

son coefficients c̃W , c̃B, c̃WB enters. This branching ratio is subdominant to the Br(h → γ γ)

branching ratio. (Numerically the values are Br(h → γ γ) = 2.29 × 10−3, and Br(h → γ Z) =

1.46 × 10−3. However, recall that when looking for the Higgs, the Z decay has to be multiplied

by Br(Z → � �).) We neglect these effects when fitting for the allowed parameter space. We

also do not include the effects of these operators on h → W W, Z Z as the SM contribution is

tree level for these processes. Further, we also neglect effects due to higher dimensional operators

possibly modifying the differential distributions of the Higgs decay products, indirectly affecting

Giardino et al arXiv:1203.4254 Espinosa et al to appear

H. Logan & C. Grojean BSM Higgs: theory HXSWG workshop, May 25, 2012
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M = 125 GeV: SM-Higgs-like objects: Models

4) Effective Lagrangian for minimal scalar coupled to EWSB:

(appears in composite-Higgs models): 2 free parameters

hWW , hZZ couplings scaled by a, hf̄f couplings scaled by c

M = 125 GeV: SM-Higgs-like objects: Models

4) Effective Lagrangian for minimal scalar coupled to EWSB:
(appears in composite-Higgs models): 2 free parameters
hWW , hZZ couplings scaled by a, hf̄f couplings scaled by c
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FIG. 2: Global fit results in the (a, c) plane for all best fit σ/σSM values given by ATLAS and CMS, taking into

account all production channels. Also shown are the exclusion contours in the (a, c) plane determined by mapping

the SM exclusion into an effective exclusion of (σ/σSM )[a, c] < 1. Again the 65, 90, 99% CL regions correspond to

the green, yellow and gray regions in the plots. The exclusion curve derived from ATLAS data is given by the red

(dashed) line (with the region to the right of the line excluded), the CMS exclusion curve is the solid blue line.

(ii) γγ production via gluon fusion, vector boson fusion (VBF), tt̄h production, and associated produc-

tion with W± and Z. (Note that the γγ events that have associated jets, interpreted to come from

VFB, are treated exclusively.)

(iii) bb̄ production is summed over associated h W± and h Z production,

(iv) τ+ τ− production is summed over gluon fusion, vector boson fusion, tt̄h production, and associated

production with W± and Z. Previous analyses at CMS are reported to only include the VBF initial

state as the tagging jets are used to eliminate Drell–Yan Z → τ+ τ− events. The updated results use

a modelling of the Drell–Yan spectrum based on measurements of Drell–Yan produced Z → µ+ µ−

events, so that the updated analysis is more inclusive.

We do not find dramatic differences in the fits using the two different procedures, and thus are lead to

consider our approximations used in performing the rescalings to be satisfactory. See Appendix A for a

detailed discussion.

As can be inferred from Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, the direct fit to the data and the exclusion curves are selecting

the same region of parameter space. We also performed exclusive fits to the following subsets of data. We

combined the b b̄ and τ+τ− data for a test of the fermion couplings and combined the W+ W−, ZZ data

Fermiophobic is c = 0, a = 1

Gaugephobic is c = 1, a = 0

Type-I 2HDM: almost the same.

a = sin(β − α)

c = cosα/ sinβ

H+ gives small additional con-

tribution to h → γγ loop
Espinosa, Grojean, Mühlleitner & Trott, 1202.3697 [hep-ph]

Heather Logan (Carleton U.) BSM Higgs: theory HXSWG BSM meeting, Apr 30, 2012
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Fermiophobic is c = 0, a = 1

Gaugephobic is c = 1, a = 0

Type-I 2HDM: almost the same.

a = sin(β − α)

c = cosα/ sinβ

H+ gives small additional con-

tribution to h→ γγ loop

Espinosa, Grojean, Mühlleitner & Trott, 1202.3697 [hep-ph]

H. Logan & C. Grojean BSM Higgs: theory HXSWG workshop, May 25, 2012
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M = 125 GeV: SM-Higgs-like objects: Models

5) Type-II, lepton-specific, “flipped” 2HDMs:

2 free parameters plus small contribution of H+ to h→ γγ loop

hWW , hZZ ∼ a = sin(β − α)

Type-II: ht̄t ∼ c1 = cosα/ sinβ; hb̄b, hττ ∼ c2 = − sinα/ cosβ

has a top-phobic limit

Leptonic: ht̄t, hb̄b ∼ c1; hττ ∼ c2 has a tau-phobic limit

Flipped: ht̄t, hττ ∼ c1; hb̄b ∼ c2 has a bottom-phobic limit

Can expand framework by mixing h with inert singlet or doublet,

or generalizing to ht̄t ∼ c1, hb̄b ∼ c2, hττ ∼ c3.

see, e.g., Barger, Logan & Shaughnessy, PRD79, 115018 (2009)

H. Logan & C. Grojean BSM Higgs: theory HXSWG workshop, May 25, 2012
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M 6= 125 GeV: Models to keep looking for

It’s nice to have a no-parameter model as a target, but there are

not a lot of these.

– 4th-generation SM [ruled out??]

1-parameter models with suppressed rates to WW , ZZ:

– SM-like Higgs mixed with a singlet

the orthogonal combination has to be somewhere...

– SM-like Higgs with invisible decays to dark matter

– Dilaton with higher conformal-breaking scale

→ weaker couplings to SM

Other models:

– Top-Higgs with decays to top-pions

– General 2HDM frameworks

coupling sum rules of h and H could provide an ultimate exclusion target

H. Logan & C. Grojean BSM Higgs: theory HXSWG workshop, May 25, 2012
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Discussion

– Plans to define our benchmark models

– What needs to be provided from the theory side

– . . .

H. Logan & C. Grojean BSM Higgs: theory HXSWG workshop, May 25, 2012
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